Mahavir Jain Academy

Program at a Glance

Why Us

 Program Duration : 36 hours.
 Batches : Weekdays( Tue- Fri ) /
Weekends ( Sat – Sun )
 Session Duration : 2 hrs /session
 Support : Unlimited support, till you
succeed

MJA is a leading name in global education with
over 14 years of experience, just because of our
commitment towards excellence. We have
imparted training to thousands of aspirants and
helped them realize their dreams. MJA has a
dedicated R&D team that continuously works
to evolve teaching methods and problem
solving techniques.

Following are some unique points of our
program, which differentiate us from
others…….









Customized program
Finest Instructors
Vocabulary for TOEFL
Personalized Attention
Unlimited Doubt Sessions
Recorded Speaking Sessions

Customized program
We offer customized coaching to suit the needs
of every individual. If our student requires more
attention and time in a particular area we
allocate more classes for that section. In-fact
our faculty is very friendly and can be easily
approached for extra doubt classes.

Finest Instructors

Vocabulary for TOEFL

We hire the best talent in the market and all
of our trainers undergo rigorous training so
that what you get is nothing less than the
best. Our trainers are equipped with a
number of techniques that they use to cater
to individual needs of students

We believe sound foundation is necessary for
strong structure. That is why our preparation
includes essential Vocabulary for TOEFL.

Personalized Attention

Recorded Speaking Sessions

We believe that a course like TOEFL
requires high level of attention.
Therefore we keep our batch size very
small: just 6-7 students per batch.

We record student’s speaking sessions for better and
effective feedback. This is because that a student
understands his problem areas better when he
actually hears his voice resulting in precision and
faster improvement.

Unlimited Doubt Sessions

When our students are stuck, they can get in touch with their faculty and get their doubts sorted
out immediately. Doubt sessions from the faculty are available on one-to-one basis.

Founded in 1998 by Mr. Mahavir Jain, Limca Book of World Record holder for memorizing the entire
Oxford dictionary, MJ Academy has set a benchmark in preparatory courses for
global entrance exams like GRE, GMAT, SAT, IELTS and TOEFL.
Our director Mr. Mahavir jain pioneered the Audio-Visual-Mnemonics vocabulary technique which
includes amusing links, illustrations & cartoons, relevant and interesting movie clippings, etc., through
which you will be able to memorize thousands of words within few hours and with lifelong retention.
Since inception, the institute has helped more than 20,000 global education aspirants realize their
dreams.

Lajpat Nagar (H.O)
A-32, Third Floor,
Dayanand Colony,Above
Reliance fresh, Lajpat Nagar-IV,
New Delhi -110024
Contact No. - 011-41008179, 93100-175-99
Email – mja.lajpatnagar@mja.in
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Rajouri Garden
J-30/31, 3rd floor Ramesh Nagar,
(Near Ramesh Nagar metro station)
New Delhi -110015
Contact No- 011-45064070, 9555-688-110
Email -mja.rajourigarden@mja.in

North Campus
A-2531, 2nd Floor, Hudson Lane
(Near GTB Nagar Metro Station)
New Delhi -110009
Contact No. – 011-32438380, 9555-688-115
Email -mja.northcampus@mja.in
Website : http://www.mja.in
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